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Abstract: The interaction of heme with blood serum proteins plays an important role in many physi-
ological and pathological processes involving enzyme activity, gene expression and cell proliferation.
The mechanisms underlying these interactions are; however, not yet fully understood. New analytical
methods able to investigate protein-heme binding in native, biologically representative conditions are
thus required. In this work, we present a method based on miniaturized, hollow-fiber flow field-flow
fractionation with multiple spectrophotometric and light-scattering detection for size separation of
high-abundance serum proteins and selective detection of heme-bound subpopulations. Heme is
found to mainly interact with serum albumin, whereas a low amount also binds to other proteins such
as IgM. The ability to bind heme in physiological conditions is also investigated for individual serum
proteins. IgG is found unable to bind heme at clinically relevant concentrations. The proposed method
allows separation, quantitation, and mass/size characterization of serum high-abundance proteins,
providing information of heme-protein complex stability and preferred heme-clearing pathways.
The same approach could be in perspective extended to the investigation of specific heme-antibody
binding, and to further studies involving other molecules of pharmaceutical/clinical interest.

Keywords: serum-heme interactions; native separation; flow-field flow fractionation multidetection;
online characterization and quantification; hydrodynamic sorting; native study; protein binding

1. Introduction

Heme is an iron-containing porphyrin of vital importance since it is involved in
many key processes in the human organism. Proteins characterized by the presence of
Heme as prosthetic group are called hemoproteins. Some of them, such as hemoglobin
and myoglobin, use it for oxygen transport, electron transport, energy generation, and
chemical transformation (in cytochromes). In catalases and peroxidases, heme functions in
hydrogen peroxide inactivation or activation, respectively, and in tryptophan pyrrolase, it
catalyzes the oxidation of tryptophan [1]. Heme is also involved in other important enzyme
systems such as cyclooxygenase and nitric-oxide synthase [2]. Heme however does not only
function as a prosthetic group: in particular, it is involved in the control of gene expression
at almost all levels by regulating transcription, mRNA stability, splicing, protein synthesis,
and post-translational modification [3]. This is possible due to heme-responsive elements
located in the genes and the mammalian transcription repressor, Bach1 [4]. In addition,
heme regulates differentiation and proliferation of various cell types [5]. Heme that is not
bound to proteins is called “labile heme pool”; it is originated from newly synthesized
heme that has not yet been incorporated into hemoproteins, or heme that has been released
from hemoproteins under oxidative conditions.
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An excess of free heme is toxic for the organism. High levels of redox-active iron
(contained in heme) can catalyze the formation of Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS). ROS
damage lipid membranes, proteins, nucleic acids, activate cell signaling pathways and
oxidant-sensitive, proinflammatory transcription factors, alter protein expression, and
perturb membrane channels [6,7]. Due to its lipophilic nature, heme is able to intercalate in
the lipidic membrane causing cellular lysis [8]. Finally, heme is strongly pro-inflammatory
since it induces the recruitment of leukocytes and consumes nitric oxide, thus impairing
vascular function. The production of ROS and the membrane damage caused directly and
indirectly by heme make it a strong hemolytic agent. Several pathological conditions are
associated with hemolysis, including sickle cell anemia, thalassemia, malaria, paroxysomal
nocturnal hemoglobinuria, etc. [9]. Other vascular diseases caused by a detrimental effect
of heme on the vessel wall are atherosclerosis and vascular calcifications [10].

Due to free heme toxicity, blood serum is equipped with mechanisms to prevent
extracellular heme toxicity. Among them, a key function is covered by the soluble scav-
engers of free hemoglobin and heme, Haptoglobin (Hp) [11] and Hemopexin (Hx) [8],
respectively. Hp acts on the dangerous free hemoglobin released by hemolysis processes by
capturing it and generating a complex which is sent to the reticulo-endothelial system for
its elimination [12]. When the buffering capacity of plasma Hp is exceeded, hemoglobin is
quickly oxidized to methemoglobin, which releases free heme [13]. Heme is then bound by
Hx. Hx is a 57-kDa acute phase plasma glycoprotein, able to bind an equimolar amount
of heme and to deliver it to hepatocytes where the heme-Hx complex is internalized by
receptors LRP 1 (LDL receptor-related protein 1) mediated endocytosis [5]. However, when
hemolysis levels are too high or comorbidities reduce the bioavailability of hemopexin,
other proteins act as scavenging heme agents, namely serum albumin (SA), LDL, HDL, and
Immunoglobulins [14]. The interest upon heme-protein affinity is not only correlated to
restoring homeostasis properties. It has been observed that heme-exposed IgGs, following
an appropriate incubation procedure, can exhibit new and promising properties (such as
polireactivity), and with this regard some of the serum immunoglobulins interact with
heme [15]. Literature describing what happens during these incubation procedures is
very diverse. Some studies suggest that heme, due to its pro-ox nature, induces chemical
modification of IgGs without the formation of a stable complex [16,17]. Others instead
showed the existence of binding, and formation of stable complexes, between heme and
antibodies [14,18,19]. However in each of these studies, the drawback of having simultane-
ous bound and unbound heme led to difficult quantification and lab-heavy functionaliza-
tion steps (immobilization, derivatization). Some approaches to determine biomolecule-
biomolecule interactions exploit coimmunoprecipitation [18,19]. Others use imaging such
as atomic force microscopy, based on force spectroscopy (AFM-FS) [20,21], magnetic tweez-
ers and dynamic light scattering [22,23]. Energy transfer such as Förster resonance energy
transfer (FRET) [24,25], Bioluminescence resonance energy transfer (BRET) [26] and flu-
orescence cross-correlation spectroscopy (FCCS) [27,28] are also employed. In the case
of serum-heme interactions, it is to be noted that the experimental difficulties are numer-
ous, and the matrix is very complex. Consequently, all the experiments conducted up
to date aimed at understanding the involvement of serum protein for heme scavenging
were carried out in an isolated and compartmentalized way, which on one hand facilitates
recognition, but on the other hand represent only a partial result that does not necessary
fully translate to the real matrix or the physiological state [29–32]. To examine heme-protein
interactions in a more representative scenario, where proteins are simultaneously present
in the matrix (in their biological concentrations) and can both concur and compete for
binding, it is necessary to develop a detection system that simplifies the sample while
preserving its native state. In previous works the ability of F4 (Flow field-flow fraction-
ation) and its miniaturized version HF5 (hollow-fiber F4) platforms to perform this task
was demonstrated [33–35]. F4 (Flow Field Flow Fractionation) techniques are a class of
analytical techniques that separate analytes based on their hydrodynamic radius due to
the combined action of a laminar flow of a carrier solution, named elution flow, and a flow
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applied orthogonally to the elution flow, named cross flow. Cross flow drives the analytes
into different regions of the laminar flow, resulting in different retention times. Based on the
shape of the channel and how the perpendicular flow is applied, different variants of F4 can
be defined. HF5 represents the miniaturized version of the common Asymmetrical F4 (AF4)
subclass [36,37]. As the name suggests, the separation device consists in a hollow fiber in
which the main flow entering the fiber is split into two components: a flow coaxial to the
fiber (the laminar parabolic flow) and a radial flow (the crossflow), as schematized in [38].
When compared to other size-based separation methods, F4 techniques show broader size
separation range (from 1 nm up to >1 µm) and higher flexibility, in terms of mobile phases
used (ability to work in native conditions). Moreover, working with an empty channel
prevents destruction of the aggregates due to their interaction with the stationary phase,
allowing a better evaluation of conjugates formation [39–43]. HF5, in addition, provides
the highest resolutions of the F4 variants, allows to work with lower volumes (both of
sample and mobile phase), and the separation device can work in a disposable mode [44].
Thanks to these outstanding advantages, systems derived from the hyphenation of HF5
to uncorrelated detectors such as multi-angle light scattering (MALS), UV/vis Absorp-
tion and fluorescence, and Refractive Index have been exploited for the separation and
characterization (mass, size and spectroscopic properties) of numerous samples such as
biocompatible nanoparticles [45–47], biological samples of varying complexity [48–50], and
other products of pharmaceutical interest [37,51,52].

Within this framework, the aim of this work was the study of the interactions between
heme and serum components (like SA and IgG) in a real-life environment. The first
step was to successfully separate serum into subcomponents (mainly SA, IgG, IgM and
lipoproteins) within the separation method, to correctly identify heme-protein interactions.
Then, increasing heme amounts were added to a native serum sample and an IgG-enriched
serum sample also simulating an inflammatory response to monitor simultaneous protein-
heme interactions [53]. The unbound heme is filtered away during the focus step [38,44,45]
of the analysis, which acts as a filtration step, thus only the protein-bound heme fraction is
selectively detected. The products of heme-protein interaction, along with the other serum
components, were separated and evaluated with an HF5 platform coupled with UV/vis
and MALS detectors. These detectors respectively allowed monitoring of protein, and
heme-protein complexes through their typical absorption wavelengths (280 nm and 405 nm,
respectively) and yielded mass and size of the serum components separated through the
fiber. PBS was chosen as mobile phase to simulate a physiological environment. Our results
confirmed the excellent ability of HF5-multidetection to separate serum components and
distinguish what components are affected by the presence of free heme. Compared to pre-
existing literature, these separations and incubation were performed injecting undiluted
serum. The amount of sample required for the analysis was extremely low, due to the
exploitation of the miniaturized F4 variant, and the analysis time being below 30 min
for each analysis. In agreement with pre-existing “single component” studies [29–32],
we observed that serum’s heme-scavenging power is mainly represented by SA and Hx,
and to a much lower degree by some immunoglobulins. IgG scavenging contributions in
the presence of clinically relevant free heme levels (5–40 µM) can instead be considered
negligible. Moreover, we showed that our platform can be exploited for the non-destructive
separation and collection of different heme-serum fractions which may undergo further
analysis. The setup allows for fast and sensitive detection and potential quantitation of
parameters linked to pathological conditions, in terms of haemolysis and inflammation
through direct detection of diagnostic signals (heme or other probe molecules) or peak
changes (IgG, SA). Such an approach could also be translated towards the study of selective
heme-antibody binding to investigate specific interactions at the native state, preserving
spatial arrangements.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Heme-Serum and Heme-Protein Preparations

Human serum albumin and IgG standard solutions were prepared starting from
lyophilized proteins and resuspending them in PBS; human SA (HSA) and IgG were
commercially obtained (Merck Sigma Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany). A 10 mM heme
(Sigma Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany) stock solution was prepared in 10 mM NaOH and
used to spike serum and protein solutions. Serum was collected from 4 healthy volunteers
and pooled to account for individual variability. To inject unmodified serum or heme-
spiked serum, a set of samples was prepared via addition of PBS (serum) or heme (spiked
serum) to whole serum to obtain final heme concentrations of 0, 5, 10 20, 40 µM. To prepare
IgG-spiked serum, whole serum was spiked with IgG to obtain final IgG concentrations of
20, 25 and 30 mg/mL. These solutions were then spiked with heme or PBS to achieve the
same final heme concentration (20 µM).

Standard HSA and IgG injections were performed starting from solutions at the same
concentration found in serum (600 and 70 µM, respectively). The same procedure used for
serum was performed with protein solutions to monitor individual interactions with heme.
The injection volume was 0.25 µL for all samples.

2.2. HF5-Multidetection

HF5 analyses were performed using an Agilent 1200 HPLC system (Agilent Technologies,
Santa Clara, CA, USA) consisting of a degasser, an isocratic pump, with an Agilent 1100
DAD UV/Vis spectrophotometer combined with an Eclipse® DUALTEC separation system
(Wyatt Technology Europe, Dernbach, Germany). The HF5 channels used for the experi-
mental section were standard cartridges containing a 17 cm long hollow fiber, commercially
available. The fiber was a type FUS 0181 polyethersulfone (PES) fiber, available from
Microdyn-Nadir (Wiesbaden, Germany) with the following characteristics: 0.8 mm inner
diameter, 1.3 mm outer diameter, and 10 kDa Mw cut-off, corresponding to an average pore
diameter of 5 nm. Channel pressure limit was set at 20 bar. The ChemStation version B.04.02
(Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) data system for Agilent instrumentation was
used to set and control the instrumentation and method parameters. An 18-angle light
scattering detector model DAWN HELEOS (Wyatt Technology Corporation, Santa Barbara,
CA, USA), operating at 658 nm wavelength, was used to measure the light scattering signal
from particles in solution. ASTRA® software version 6.1.7 (Wyatt Technology Corporation,
Santa Barbara, CA, USA) was used to handle signals from the detectors (MALS and UV) and
to compute the sample root mean square radius of gyration (Rg) values. An HF5 method is
composed of four steps: focus, focus–injection, elution and elution–injection. During focus
the mobile phase enters from both inlet and outlet and stabilizes; during focus–injection,
the flow settings remain unvaried while the sample is introduced into the channel through
the inlet and focused in a narrow band. Then, in the elution step, the flow of mobile phase
enters the channel inlet and part of it comes out transversely (cross-flow, Vx), while the
rest (channel flow, Vc) reaches the detectors; lastly, during elution–injection, no cross-flow
is applied allowing for any remaining sample inside the channel to be released; also, the
flow is redirected in the injection line as well to clean it before the next injection. A non-
separative method can be used to evaluate sample recovery. In particular, a Flow Injection
Analyis (FIA), i.e., a run with zero focus flow, zero crossflow, allows for total recovery of
the sample, including molecules and particles smaller than the membrane’s cutoff. By
comparing areas between a FIA and a separation method, recovery % is obtained. Analyses
were carried out in isotonic, pH 7.4 PBS as mobile phase. The flow rate program of the
separation method was set up as follows: inject flow of 0.20 mL/min, a focus flow of
0.80 mL/min (4 min), an initial crossflow of 0.40 mL/min decreasing to 0.2 (16 min), an
isocratic step (6 min) and a detector flow of 0.40 mL/min. MALS analysis allows for the
determination of particle Rg by the mass distribution within the particle. Knowing the
absorptivity (ε) and the specific refractive index increment (dn/dc) for the eluted sample
(ε values were set as 0.667 mL/(mg·cm) for BSA and 1.37 for IgGs, while a generic 1 value
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was used for later eluted proteins [54]; dn/dc was set as 0.185 mL/g), molar mass can
be calculated from Rg. Molar mass and Rg distributions can be combined into a scaling
exponent ν, i.e., the slope in a double logarithmic logMM vs. logRg plot, which describes
the conformation of the molecules in solution. It is theoretically defined as ν = 0.33 for
spheres, ν = 0.5–0.6 for random-coils, and ν ~1 for rod-like structures [48]. The total
method duration was 28 min. Method precision was assessed both on retention times
and on signal intensity by performing three independent replicates for serum and protein
standards. The limit of quantification (LOQ) was calculated as the injected amount (pmol)
at which the signal is 10 times the signal noise of the baseline. All graphs were elaborated in
GraphPad Prism.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. HF5 Separation of Serum

Blood serum is a complex sample, containing small molecules, proteins, lipoproteins
and micelles and other particles; a simplification is necessary when monitoring selected
interactions such as those with free heme. At the same time, it is crucial to preserve
the sample native state, to avoid alterations in behavior. The developed method was
optimized with the aim of separating serum in its main size components in the shortest
analysis time, which was achieved by a combination of isocratic and gradient cross-flow,
using isotonic PBS (pH = 7.4) as mobile phase. Recovery, calculated in triplicate from the
UV/vis signal at 280 nm, was evaluated for serum, HSA and IgG; in all cases, we obtained
quantitative recovery (>99.9%). On the contrary, recovery after injection of free heme was
0% as expected, confirming that only heme binding to proteins was selectively detected,
while free heme was effectively filtrated through the hollow fiber pores during the focusing
step (see Supplementary Data, Figures S1 and S2). The limit of quantification (LoQ), which
could be calculated for reference proteins HSA and IgG, corresponded to 0.0012 pmol and
0.0003 pmol, respectively. The total analysis time resulted to be below 30 min.

Serum analysis yielded four main bands, peaking at 8.4, 11.0, 15.3 and 20.3 min,
respectively (Figure 1a). Absorption intensity decreases from the first to the last peak,
while light scattering (which is also sensitive to size) increased as expected, confirming
the size differences between the four populations. Characterization and identification of
these bands is easily accessible when using HF5-multidetection, since the combination of a
concentration detector (UV) and light scattering (MALS) allows for the direct determination
of size and molar mass of the eluting species. In this regard, HF5 (and more broadly FFF)
with multidetection can offer a standalone technique.

Figure 1. Separation profile of whole serum. (a) UV @280 nm (black trace) and LS@90◦ (yellow trace).
(b) UV profile and Molar Mass overlay (black distributions) of the four bands.

For what concerns peak attribution, two classes of components can be distinguished,
proteins and lipoproteins. Proteins have the strongest absorption at 280 nm, while lipopro-
teins assemble into tridimensional structures.
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The average molar mass values calculated for the four bands (Figure 1b), using UV
absorption at 280 nm as concentration source, were 7.1 (±12%) kDa, 162 (±16%) kDa,
990 (±25%) kDa, 1.6 (±8.5%) MDa. Therefore, the four bands could be attributed to
i. mainly BSA (and Haemopexin, which has a similar molar mass) and coeluted HDL [34],
ii. IgG (namely 150 kDa) with IgD and IgE (180 and 200 kDa) tailing into IgA (320 kDa),
iii. IgM and possible further aggregates of smaller immunoglobulins, iv. LDL and VLDL
particles (measured Rg: 14–35 nm), with a scaling exponent ν = 0.89, compatible with a
non-spherical morphology where mass is distributed on the surface of a core-shell discoidal
particle. This is in line with literature concerning serum and plasma characterization in
similar setups [33,55].

The confirmation of the nature of the first two bands also comes from independent
injections of standard proteins, such as HSA and IgG with the same method. These two
proteins were chosen as example since they together represent the most part of serum
protein content and are the most reported in heme binding studies. In the case of HSA,
aggregates are also present in the standard sample (Figure 2, blue trace), and the retention
time of the monomer corresponds to band 1 maximum. In the case of IgG (Figure 2, green
trace), there are no aggregates detected and retention time is in line with band 2. The
injection of different amounts of standard protein and following calibration of their content
in serum can also act as rapid quantitation of albumin and immunoglobulin and give
immediate feedback on healthy/inflammatory/disease conditions.

Figure 2. Separation profile of whole serum (black), HSA (blue) and IgG under the same
analysis conditions.

3.2. Serum—Heme Binding Study

After identification of serum components, the following concern was the specificity of
detection: the selectivity towards bound heme was already confirmed with a 0% recovery
of free heme (Supplementary Data, Figure S2), but univocal detection also needed confir-
mation. In Figure 3 the differential absorption of HSA, serum, and IgG at 280 and 405 nm
(heme absorption maximum) is shown. All three samples absorb strongly at 280 nm but
show no absorption at 405 nm. The lack of signal at 405 nm found for serum confirms that
this setup can allow to work in a ‘single experiment’ setting, where individual proteins
can be used for further detailed studies after a general behaviour is observed. In fact,
serum itself, sorted in its component, is a clear negative control and any difference in heme
binding can be promptly and selectively detected.
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Figure 3. Differential absorption at 280 nm and 405 nm for (a) HSA (b) IgG and (c) serum.

The same amount of serum was treated with increasing amounts of heme to ob-
tain heme final concentrations of 5, 10, 20, 40 µM and analyzed with HF5-mutidetection
(Figure 4). As the concentration of heme increased, it was possible to observe the formation
of an intense peak at 405 nm reflecting the retention time of band 1.

Figure 4. Overlay of absorption at 405 nm of serum treated with increasing heme concentrations
(5–10–20–40 uM). Black trace: serum profile at 280 nm. Inset: zoom of the fractograms overlay to
observe low signals at the tail of band 1 and at 13–17 min.

The interaction between heme and band 1 was predominant, while a very low signal
could be found in band 1′s tail, and at around 13 min tailing into band 3 (Figure 4, inset).
These signals can be attributed to SA aggregates, hemopexin, and HDL [56–58] and other
type of immunoglobulins such as IgA and IgM [59,60]. Interestingly, no interaction was
observed in correspondence of band 2, attributed to IgG. Though a few works reporting
interactions between heme and immunoglobulins are found in literature, it is important to
notice that they do not regard interaction studies in physiological conditions and concern
specific classes of antibodies, often specifically made [61]. On the contrary, the formation of
stable complexes between blood proteins and heme is not fully understood and this setup
can contribute to increase the knowledge on preferred heme-clearing pathways.

As confirmation and to correctly interpret the interactions between SA and heme,
mixtures of SA or IgG and the same amount of heme previously employed were also
analyzed. In the case of SA, interaction was not only confirmed, but also yielded peak
integrals identical to what was found in correspondence of band 1 (Figure 5a). In this case,
as SA dimer and oligomers were also present, it was possible to notice how all aggregated
states of SA interacted with heme at the same time and at all concentrations.
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Figure 5. (a) Overlay of absorption at 405 nm of SA treated with increasing heme concentrations
(5–10–20–40 uM). (b) overlay of absorption at 405 nm for untreated IgG (drak green) and IgG treated
with 100 uM heme (light green).

Instead, for what concerns IgG, no signal at 405 nm was detected at the tested concen-
trations and thus we increased the amount of heme until a visible signal was detectable;
this only happened when final heme concentration reached 100 µM (Figure 5b), which is
beyond clinical interest [62].

Lastly, and as an additional investigation on the possible competition and binding
equilibria in serum, we also searched for interactions between IgG-enriched serum and
heme; in fact, some literature reports IgG-heme binding in case of the opposite imbalance
to that shown above [32].

Serum was enriched to reach a final IgG concentration of 20, 25 and 30 µM, in the
range of moderate-to-severe clinical conditions, to also simulate co-morbidity to hemolytic
diseases. Then, heme was added to the sample which was submitted to HF5-multidetection
analysis. In Figure 6, the serum profiles at 280 nm (grey traces), reflecting the increase
in IgG content, and at 405 nm (20 µM heme mixes shown as representative example, red
traces) are overlaid.

Figure 6. Overlay of absorption at 280 nm (grey) of IgG-enriched serum treated with 20 µM heme.
Red trace: absorption at 405 nm reflecting bound heme presence.

Band 2 increased in absorption at 280 nm with increasing IgG content, as expected
from peak attribution; indeed, as mentioned above, this approach can simultaneously detect
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variation in patients’ conditions which modify serum proteins concentration. However,
no additional signal is detected at 405 nm, indicating that even in the case of a stronger
concentration imbalance between heme and IgG, the latter is not prone to the formation
of a bound system, and SA is the main heme scavenging protein through binding as both
monomer and aggregates.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we devised a method based on miniaturized F4-multidetection to size-
separate blood serum into four components (SA and size equivalents, IgG and 200–300 kDa
immunoglobulins, IgM, lipoprotein particles), in order to study the interactions between
heme and each subpopulation in a native and representative state. The experiments were
carried out in PBS and required a short analysis time (<30 min) and very little sample
injection volumes. As low as 0.5 µL of serum could be injected, and the presence of
bound heme could be selectively monitored thanks to the removal of free heme during
the method’s focusing step. The main interacting protein was found to be serum albumin,
while a low amount of heme also bound to other proteins such as IgM. The ability/inability
to bind heme in physiological conditions was also verified individually for SA and IgG,
the latter being uncapable to bind heme at clinically relevant concentrations. To simulate
co-morbidity and explore different concentration equilibria and competitions, we also
employed an IgG-enriched serum, yielding the same results. This approach proved to be ex-
tremely information-rich, since it allows for mass and size characterization, subcomponent
separation and monitoring of deviations of the concentration of serum’s most abundant
proteins. Since the formation of stable complexes between blood proteins and heme is not
fully understood, this setup can contribute to increase the knowledge on preferred heme-
clearing pathways. Moreover, this approach serves also as a proof-of-concept for further
studies selectively monitoring other small molecules and probes of clinical/pharmaceutical
interest. This is particularly relevant for complex samples such as serum, since it preserves
native conditions and avoids recurring to time and lab-heavy processing steps. Lastly, this
approach could also be translated towards the study of selective heme-antibody binding to
investigate specific interactions at the native state, preserving spatial arrangements.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/app12136762/s1, Figure S1: platform schematics and method
output; Figure S2: Negative control of heme alone in in HF5-multidetection.
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